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The Communications Fraud Control Association (CFCA) and its members meet to discuss the identification of, and methods of combatting, fraud.  We 

avoid discussion of any topic that could in any way lead to, or be perceived as leading to, an action intended to fix or regulate prices; a boycott; the 

distribution of markets; or any other matter that would be a violation of state or federal law.  

 

          #GoToKnow 

Tuesday February 14th, 2023 
 

9am Attendee Registration Opens 
 

Time Presenter Event Session 

9.30-11.30am Mike Rudolph 

YouMail 

Jaime Zetterstrom 

Somos 

Kevin Rupy 

Wiley Rein 

 

Pre-Conference Workshop -  

Industry Changes causing the need for a new type of Analytics 

 

Focusing on government changes in the telecommunication compliance 

sector, experts from the industry including YouMail and Somos will discuss 

what changes are taking place and the actions that companies need to 

take. Using both examples of legislative change along with use cases the 

team of experts (guests to be announced) will take you through what you 

need to act on now! In addition, suggestions will be made on how others in 

your sector of business are reacting and what you could today! 

11.30-1.00pm BREAK Break, Networking, Lunch 

 
 

Afternoon Agenda 
 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

1.00-1.30pm Jason Lane-Sellers 

CFCA President / Lexis 

Nexis Risk Solutions 

Opening of the CFCA 2023 Spring Educational Event 

1.30-2.15pm Ana Armenta 

Director of Data 

Insights 

AT&T 

Using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to combat fraud at 

AT&T 

Fraudsters today are quickly changing and adapting their fraud schemes 

to identify any gaps and vulnerabilities in our systems. We need to combat 

them by bringing Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learnings to our 

frameworks, so that we can react fast enough to protect our customers.  

  

In this talk AT&T will share some of the learnings and considerations to 

design and maintain quality models for real time customer transaction 

fraud scoring. 

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?
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The Communications Fraud Control Association (CFCA) and its members meet to discuss the identification of, and methods of combatting, fraud.  We 

avoid discussion of any topic that could in any way lead to, or be perceived as leading to, an action intended to fix or regulate prices; a boycott; the 

distribution of markets; or any other matter that would be a violation of state or federal law.  

 

          #GoToKnow 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

2.15-3.00pm Don Reinhart 

Latro 

Reconciling the Tension in Fraud Detection Between Real-Time 

Processing and Machine Learning Procedures. 

LATRO specializes in real-time fraud control. Our advanced analytics 

platform processes multiple data feeds aimed at proactively identifying and 

preventing losses. Many of our customers implement our platform to 

control international voice bypass fraud. Bypass fraud controls must 

operate in near real-time, preemptively detecting SIM cards used to 

wrongfully terminate voice traffic. Even a few minutes of detection delays 

easily leads to significant revenue losses. While industry hype around 

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning seems to promise major 

advances in fraud control, the inherent learning models, large training data 

sets, and massive scalability requirements of AI/ML currently present a 

tension in fraud detection uses cases between highly efficient pattern and 

rules-based methods versus the processing time to apply advanced 

learning algorithms. 

3.00-3.30pm BREAK Afternoon Refreshments 

3.30-4.15pm John Brooks 

Americas Globetom 

 

Uncovering Data Risk using Smart City Analytics 

With the fast rise in Smart City data, a new breed of fraud designed to 

attack cities via that data is emerging.  While classic data attacks have 

sought to cripple city data access (e.g., ransomware attacks) or to obtain 

citizen personal information, these latest attacks target data from IoT 

devices and arrays, potentially costing cities millions of dollars.  In this 

session we will explore these risk points, how to expose them using AI and 

ML, and also discuss why operators are often not being included in the 

solution conversations. 

4.15-4.30pm CFCA Board of 

Directors 

Knowledge Network l 

4.30-5.30pm BREAK Free Time 

 

Evening Activity 
 

Time Host Event Session 

5.30-5.45pm CFCA Board First Timers Reception in Hotel - Cloud Technology Lounge  

 

5.45-7.00pm CFCA Board Networking Reception in Hotel - Cloud Technology Lounge 

 
 

Wednesday February 15th, 2023 
 

Morning Agenda 
 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

9.00-9.15am  Morning Announcements  

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?
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The Communications Fraud Control Association (CFCA) and its members meet to discuss the identification of, and methods of combatting, fraud.  We 

avoid discussion of any topic that could in any way lead to, or be perceived as leading to, an action intended to fix or regulate prices; a boycott; the 

distribution of markets; or any other matter that would be a violation of state or federal law.  

 

          #GoToKnow 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

9.15-10.00am Dmitry Sumin 

Anna Potapova 

AB Handshake 

Using collective intelligence for fraud prevention and customer 

scoring. 

The active usage of static databases of unallocated and potentially 

fraudulent numbers by operators is changing how fraudsters are carrying 

out their attacks. This concerns classic telecom fraud as well as social 

engineering scams and imposter fraud. 

However – while fraudsters are working hard trying to mimic the behavior 

of real customers – operators and businesses now also have more tools to 

stay ahead in this race. And using collective intelligence is quickly 

becoming a must-have component of an effective defense strategy. 

While the fraudsters are trying to stay under the radar by avoiding creating 

evident traffic anomalies, fraud prevention systems that work in multiple 

networks and across different countries have a more general view of the 

changing landscape, allowing to detect and categorize attacks combining 

analysis of call patterns from different networks and countries 

This information can be efficiently shared in real time to avoid spreading of 

fraud attacks by proactive blocking of specific granular number ranges. 

Another option is using the knowledge about recent fraud attacks to allow 

more accurate scoring of potential customers by financial institutions and 

other businesses. 

In our presentation we will show how such information sharing will be 

organized and how little it takes to implement such an important 

information source into daily anti-fraud operations. 

10.00-10.45am Kyle Belcher 

Chris Wendt 

Somos 

Beyond Reasonable Strategies in Validation move Telecom Closer to 

Authentication 

Join Somos on a journey through validation products (used in calculating 

analytics) that are available today to place your company in a position to 

conquer validation of customers and traffic.  Through both use cases and 

application demos Kyle Belcher will review the successes companies are 

having with an analytics tool that is beyond reasonable, RealNumber 

DNO.  Chris Wendt will then move into what companies need to be thinking 

about in the authentication space.  He will touch on STIR/SHAKEN and 

other industry led concepts that enable providers to authenticate traffic and 

customers. 

10.45-11.15am  Networking Break 

11.15-12:00pm Supriti Singh 

FICO 

Applying Advanced Analytics to Combat Internal and External Fraud 

Threats 

Balancing fraud protection and customer experience is a challenge faced 

by many CSP’s today. In fact, in a recent survey by FICO, 71% of 

consumers ranked fraud protection as their top ranked considerations 

when selecting a new business. Today, many savvy institutions are using 

advanced technologies that effectively protect against fraud without 

negatively impacting the customer experience – all while driving more 

revenue. In this session, len how best-in-class fraud capabilities like 

flexible data ingestion and management, robust customer-centric 

decisioning, and applied intelligence can stop bad actors while creating a 

streamlined experience for the good guys. 

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?
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          #GoToKnow 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

12.00-1.00pm LUNCH Lunch and Refreshments 

 

Afternoon Agenda 
 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

1.00-1.15pm  Afternoon Announcements 

1.15-2.00pm Adrian Lazar Adler 

T-Mobile 

Nysia George 

First Orion 

Using Analytics to Protect against Robocalls 

T-Mobile and First Orion partner to protect customers from illegal and 

unwanted robocalls; a look at the business of robocalls, their evolution and 

the use of analytics as a means of protection. 

2.00-2.45pm 

 

David Shifley 

Route Trust 

 

Fraud, Anomaly and Robo-scoring Oh My! 

The world is not one size fits all when it comes to analyzing traffic. You 

need to be able to audit ALL your call flows to ensure that fraud, robo-

dialing and other anomalies are kept within expected norms. Triangulation 

is key to effectively mitigate unexpected activity on your network, not just 

for today but the problems of tomorrow. 

2.45-3.15pm  Networking Break 

3.15-4.00pm Francis David 

Giasson 

CRTC Canadian 

Telecom Regulator 

Voice and SMS Spam Trends in Canada 

This presentation will discuss the main unsolicited call and SMS 

campaigns seen in Canada and the collaboration initiatives between the 

Canadian carriers and the regulator on voice abuse issues. 

4.00-4.45pm David Frankel 

ZipDX 

The Challenges We Face When Challenging the Robocallers 

Analytics have brought us long way when it comes to identifying robocall 

traffic and figuring out where it comes from. But we all know that not all 

robocalls are illegal. Content and consent need to be integrated into our 

analytics. It’s virtually impossible to PROVE an illegal robocall unless 

you’ve captured the content. However, even when faced with thousands of 

call examples, including recordings, robo callers will invariably argue that 

THEIR particular calls are legal – or at least not DEFINITELY illegal. “I 

have consent to call” is the favorite excuse. As long as there is sufficient 

doubt, money and momentum will ensure that the calls persist despite 

compelling analytics. Are there ways for us to prove that a call is certainly 

illegal? Will the callers ever stand down? This session will explore the 

regulatory nuances and economic forces that make that such a high 

hurdle, and what we might do to overcome it. 

4.45-5.15pm CFCA Board of 

Directors 

Knowledge Network ll 

5.15-5.45pm BREAK Personal preparation for Evening Event TBC 

 

Evening Activity 
 

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?
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          #GoToKnow 

Time Host Event Session 

6.00-9.00pm TBC TBC  

 
Thursday February 16th, 2023 

 

Morning Agenda 
 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

9.00-9.15am  Morning Announcements  

9.15-10.00am Jacob Howell 

CFCA 

2023 CFCA Handset Fraud Survey – Early Results 

Each year, the telecom industry loses billions of dollars to handset and 

device-related fraud schemes. The term ‘Handset’ or ‘Device’ Fraud is a 

catch-all phrase used to cover a wide range of methods and techniques 

used by fraudsters and organized crime and fraudsters to exploit 

weaknesses in telecom company’s processes and obtain high value 

handsets and devices by deception. To uncover the true impact and extent 

of this type of fraud, the Communications Fraud Control Association 

recently released an industry-side global survey on Handset / Device 

Fraud.  

In this session Jacob Howell, CFCA Board Secretary, will present the early 

findings from the CFCA’s Handset Fraud Loss Survey.  

10.00-10.45am Steve Schwed 

Verizon 

2022 Handset Fraud Trends, Blocklisting Best Practices and Key 

Carrier Learnings about Handset Fraud 

After the results of the CFCA Handset Fraud Survey are discussed by 

Jacob Howell, Steve Schwed of Verizon will discuss recent Handset Fraud 

Trends and Key Learnings about the driving economic forces behind 

device trafficking. Particular attention will be paid to the restrictions on 

blocklisting and ASIM locking in some Middle Eastern Countries and Asia 

and the correlation to handsets being trafficked to that region.  

Steve will also review the GSMA Blocklisting statistics for 2022 and the 

recent discussions with the GSMA North American Fraud Forum on 

Blocklisting Best Practices. A brief panel discussion may be held to 

discuss comprehensive strategies to counteract the recent increase in 

Fraud Activity in North America so be prepared for a lively forum! 

10.45-11.15am BREAK Networking Break & Check Out 

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?
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          #GoToKnow 

Time Speaker/Presenter Event Session 

11.15-12.00pm Jason Lane-Sellers 

CFCA President / 

Lexis Nexis Risk 

Scamdemic: The global rise of scams and the communications 

industries’ role and responsibilities to address the issue. 

This session will look at the growing nature of scams globally, the impacts 

they are having and how the communications industry is a vital cog in the 

chain for the fraudster and why we should be looking at addressing this to 

protect the consumer. 

The session will cover the types of scams and scenarios, the financial 

impacts and stats, including a step by step understanding of what happens 

to facilitate these attacks and look at the techniques and approaches 

needed to tackle the issue. 

12.00-12.30pm CFCA Board of 
Directors 

Knowledge Network llI 

12.30pm Jason Lane-Sellers 
CFCA President / Lexis 
Nexis Risk 

Closing Remarks of the 2023 Spring Educational Event 

 

 

Thanking our 2023 Sponsors 

 
 
 

This agenda is subject to change, including timings of presentations, presenters, and topics.  

https://twitter.com/CFCAFraud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/communications-fraud-control-association-cfca/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7JLNlbrZ2zZL0QCOXumWsg?

